Absolute atomic Co-ordinates of atoms Table S3 . The energy components of the hybrid nanocomposite system gained after geometry optimization to achieve structural stability via BFGS algorithm.
Surface atomic forces and geometry optimization
The forces on atoms at finite radial distance can be calculated from the derivative of the total energy with respect to atomic positions. These calculations lie on the Born-Oppenheimer surface for generalized atomic calculations. This calculation converges to Hellmann-Feynman force by vanishing higher order (i.e. second and third term degree) terms from the master equation.
Various energy components of the total energy (Table S2) 
Gibbs free surface energy profile for energy storage
The Gibbs surface free energy profiles were obtained from the 3×3×1 supercell. The total energy from DFT calculations were obtained as = [ ( ) − ( ) − 2 ( )] , Thermal corrections were done to calculate adsorption free energy profile. Zero-point energy and temperature dependent entropy contribution are included to find final free energy. The Gibbs free energy of the system was calculated as E(G) = E tot + 0.22 eV. Figure S11 . The total energy variation as a function of cut-off energy of the system gained after geometry optimization to achieve structural stability via BFGS algorithm. Figure S12 . The total force per atom variation as a function of cut-off energy of the system gained after geometry optimization to achieve structural stability via BFGS algorithm. Figure S13 . The Free energy value at surface of the systems as a function of reaction coordinates to achieve stability. Figure S14 . XRD pattern of the heterostructure system.
